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In this short note we revisit the problem of the computation of the lim-
iting distribution of the number of unpaired customers in one specific class
of double-ended queueing systems (QS) — Markov double-ended queues with
times varying rates. Despite the fact it is now more than 50 years since such QS
were firstly introduced, they keep attracting attention from the operation re-
search community, as can be seen from Girno et al [1] and Wang at al [3]. The
double-ended QS being considered here is one the typical types. There are
two queues (say, I and II) of infinite capacity, running in parallel, each with a
dedicated arrival flow. Customer from both queues are served one-by-one (say
in FIFO order) by the single server under the following restrictions: (i) the ser-
vice takes negligible amount of time and (ii) in order to perform this service
the server must take one customer from each queue. Whenever one (or both)
of the queues is empty, the server remains idle. Although it is unimportant
for the questions discussed further, we mention that the described QS is not
work-conserving. A plenty of results are available out there for the case when
the underlying processes are exponential or phase-type with time-independent
rates. But the Markovian case, when all the rates are non-random functions
of time, is less studied (for a short review one can refer to Girno et al [1]
and Wang at al [3]). Here we complement the available research results by
showing that the well-established theory of stability of differential equations
systems allows one to obtain some useful probability bounds for Markovian
double-ended QS with all the rates varying with time.

Let X(t) be the number of unpaired customers in the queue I. Then the
state space of X(t) is {· · · ,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · }. If X(t) > 0 (X(t) < 0)
the number of unpaired customers is |X(t)| and all of them reside in the the
queue I (queue II). If X(t) = 0 the system is empty. Assume the arrival process
to both queues is Poisson, but the rate to the queue I is λX(t)(t) and to the
queue II is µX(t)(t) i.e. the rates are non-random functions of time and may
depend on the queue size. Omitting the argument t, the transition diagram of
X(t), which is the inhomogeneous birth and death process on Z, is shown in
the Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The transition diagram for X(t)

Let pk(t) denote the probability that X(t) is in the state k at time t. The
probabilistic dynamics of the X(t) is given by the forward Kolmogorov system
of differential equations:

d

dt
pk(t) = λk−1(t)pk−1(t)− (λk(t) + µk(t)) pk(t)+

+ µk+1(t)pk+1(t), k = . . . ,−1, 0, 1 . . . (1)

It turns out that using this system alone (under some assumptions of λk(t)
and µk(t)) it is possible to find the upper bounds for the rate of convergence
of the probability distribution {pk(t), k ∈ Z} to the limiting (assuming that it
exists), and also provide two-sided truncations of the countable state space,
which allows one to perform the numerical solution of (1) with the required
accuracy.

The first step is to transform the Kolmogorov differential equations in
a special way, removing the state {0} from the consideration. The technique
used for this one can see at Satin at al [2] and Zeifman et al [4]. After such a
transformation, the linear system of differential equations (1) takes the form
d
dt
~x(t) = B∗(t)~x(t), where ~x(t) is no longer the probabilistic vector and B∗(t)

is some matrix with the elements of arbitrary signs. Then one applies to this
new system the method of the logarithmic norm (see Zeifman et al [4]), from
which the ergodicity bounds for {pk(t), k ∈ Z} follow. Among the other re-
sults, the described approach leads to the explicit estimates for the (limiting)
probabilities of X(t) to be in some subsets of the state space; for example,

lim
t→∞

supP{|X(t)| < N} ≤ cn,

where the constants cn can be explicitly computed (under certain regularity
conditions on λk(t) and µk(t)). It is important to notice, that the logarithmic
norm method works if the matrix B∗(t) is essentially non-negative. But it
turns out that for the described birth and death processes on Z it is always
the case.
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